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A WOMAN comes on stage and sits down at a desk center 
stage. There is a yellow unplugged rotary dial phone on the 
desk. WOMAN looks at it, picks it up and starts dialing a few 
numbers. SHE hangs it up each time. 

A MAN comes on with a cell phone in his hand. HE walks past 
WOMAN, does a double take and comes back to her. 

MAN is looking around at the rotary phone and trying to see if it is 
plugged in anywhere. 

(looking around) 

There is a short pause. 

MAN and WOMAN are both looking around. 
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WOMAN continues to look around. 

WOMAN starts pulling various scraps of paper out of her 
pocket. SHE crumbles up one by one. 

WOMAN starts more aggressively going through pockets. 

(getting a bit more frantic)

(Pause) 

(Putting hand out) 

(Pause) 
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(interrupting)

There is a short pause. 

(looking around for outlet) 

There is no response. 

WOMAN picks up phone again and starts dialing a few num-
bers again and hangs up. 

There is the sound of a phone ringing. WOMAN looks at 
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rotary phone in confusion. SHE looks at MAN who pulls out 
cell phone. It is not ringing.

MAN looks at phone confused. 

(Pause)

There is a short pause. 

There is a short pause.

There is no answer. 

(Look-
ing at cell phone) 
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(striking a not very manly hero pose)

(laughing)
(interrupting) (Pause)

There is the sound of a phone ringing again. WOMAN looks 
at her phone and MAN pulls out phone again. This time it is 
MAN’s phone ringing. HE looks unsure. 

(Phone stops ringing).

MAN starts looking around while WOMAN picks up phone 
and starts dialing again. 
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(putting down phone)

(Pause) 

(still looking for outlet)

(Gets down on his knees)
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There is a short pause. 

MAN continues to walk around while searching for outlet. 
WOMAN starts picking up phone to dial, looks at MAN puts 
it down, and slowly starts to smile. Lights fade. 
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Cynthia Arsenault



CHARACTERS: 



AT RISE: 

It’s morning in the orchard. Bob and Hermione, attached by 
adjoining stems, (actors with red faces, their arms held aloft, 
hands held) are swinging from a cherry tree. They swing for 
a while, basking in the sun.

(She rolls her eyes, good naturedly)

(louder, again correcting her)

(They swing around awhile, soaking up some rays.)
(PAUSE.)
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(PAUSE.)

(Big pout) 
PAUSE.

(Pause)
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(Pause) 

(Pause. Hermione is frustrated.)

(Beat)

(Pause) 
(There is a mechanical whirring noise in the background that 
gradually gets louder and louder.)

(Beat)

(disgusted) 
(Muttering)

(The whirring is louder. He strains to listen.)
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(They huddle together, grabbing their stems.)

(The whirring noise comes to a crescendo after which there is 
prolonged screech. The cherries are pulled towards opposite 
sides of the stage in a valiant struggle against the force. Their 
stems become untied from each other. Finally, they collapse 

dazed. They look woefully at each other across the expanse 
of the empty stage. The screeching suddenly stops. They look 
around, disoriented. It’s a new reality.)

so
(trying to recall)

(squinting at him)
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Rhea MacCallum

th
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(Into cell phone.)

 (Hangs up.)  
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(Handing her a card.)
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Gino DiIorio
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(A run down loading dock on the lower east side. A man sits 
below the dock in a folding chair. He is surrounded by boxes 
and milk crates full of junk. He is dressed in a wind breaker 
and jeans with a stained sweat shirt underneath. His left hand 
has a huge cast and in it, he holds a few dollar bills. In his 

through the few bills to see what he’s got. On the loading 
platform above him is a blue tarpaulin, hung with some old 
rope. We can see that a person is lying underneath the tarp. 
He remains unseen for most of the play. If the actor or director 
chooses, he can peek out from under the tarp from time time). 

(As the lights rise, they are still and there is silence. After 
a moment, EDEN’s voice comes from underneath the tarp) 

(Frankie laughs) 
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(Pause) 

(Pause)

(Pause)

(Frankie starts digging through things) 

(Frankie holds the pan in his good hand) 
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lower than 

 (After a minute he tosses the pan to the ground).

(After a moment, Frankie reaches down for the All Clad. He 
holds it and sits back down). 
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(Pause)

 (Pause. Frankie nods)

 (Frankie holds back tears)
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(Frankie puts down the pan. He reaches into the tent with is 
good hand and takes out Eden’s hand. We can it is covered 
with dirty bandages). 

 (Pause. After a moment, Eden lets out a groan)

(Frankie looks to the tent. He holds his friend’s hand and 
looks straight ahead. Lights fade…)

End of Play
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Philip J. Kaplan
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JAN is sitting at a restaurant table when MATHIAS rushes 
in. There are menus on the table.

Beat

Jan gets up to leave.

(crushed) 
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Jan is about to leave.

Jan grabs Mathias by the shirt.

(screams) 

Jan lets go of Mathias, and takes a deep breath.
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Beat

Jan sits down.

There is a long pause. Mathias starts to say something, then 
stops. He starts to talk again, then stops. He looks at the menu 
and holds it up.

(stops abruptly)
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(beat)

They laugh.
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Glenn Alterman 

 

th Street

CAST
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CAST
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(Smiling, modestly) 
(not knowing his name)?

(smil-
ing) intimate dust balls
(Leaning in, playful)

fall from grace (Leaning in, sud-
denly very cozy)—

 

(Softly) 
(A big smile)

(Leaning in, smiling, directly)
(Smiling) 

 (She quickly leans in, reaches for his glasses)

(Stopping her, grabbing her hand)
(Startled, HE lets go of her hand. SHE moves back in her 

chair)

invaded your space. 

(Smiling)
(A beat)

Flirty) from across the crowded room. 
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falling
Smiling, leaning back in her chair.) escued me.

(Impressed)

(Smiling)

(Smiling)
(Leaning in to him)

(Again leaning in)

(Smiling)

(Suddenly uncomfortable)

(Smiling) 

(HE looks at her).

(SHE looks at him)
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(Then, softly)

(Softly) 
(Confused) 

(A beat)

(SHE quickly moves back in her chair)

protected

(Still shocked)

(Finally getting it) 

completely?

(Then a bit awkwardly) 
Mel,

(Sincerely)
(Smiling)

(Whispering) 
(Smiling)
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(THEY look at each other,  take each other in for a moment)

marriage material

(Smiling)
 (HE smiles. They’re both look at each other again, are quiet 
for a moment)

him (very elegantly)

(Smiling) 

Sir Arthur awaits.

(Sincerely) 
together.
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(Sincerely) (Smiling) Mel

(HE reaches over, gently touches her face. She smiles. Softly.) 

(SHE hesitantly lifts her hand up to touch 
his face. He smiles. Then she gently touches his face. A big smile). 

Mel, 
fall from grace. 

(Getting up)
N: Yeah, I will.

(Starting to leave.)
. (HE leaves. SHE watches him go, sits 

there for a moment, looks at her glass.)

 (She looks up again, smiles.) 

(The lights fade. END OF PLAY)
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A Screwball Comedy in Ten Minutes
C.S. Hanson
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(DOUBLE D stands before DR. DARLING.)

(Dr. Darling inspects Double D from head to toe.)

(Dr. Darling leads Double D to the space suit and tries to get 
her into it. She doesn’t cooperate.)

(Now Double D has one leg into the suit.)

(Double D peaks at it.)
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Twilight Zone to Seinfeld

(orgasmic)
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Friends

(Double D kisses Dr. Darling passionately.)

(Double D removes Dr. Darling’s bowtie.)

(Double D removes his lab coat.)

(Double D slaps Dr. Darling’s face.)

(Double D slaps Dr. Darling’s face.)

(Double D slaps his face.)
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(They kiss.)

(Double D strips down to a sexy negligee.)

(Double D whips Dr. Darling around, totally controlling him.)
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(Double D dies.)

(Dr. Darling inserts Double D batteries in Double D, who 
then comes to life.)  

Friends 

Seinfeld

(They kiss passionately. Cue the wedding music.)
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Barbara Blumenthal-Ehrlich
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The time is now. The place is an antiseptic hospital waiting 
room and adjoining radiation-therapy room. The radiation 
therapy room is stark: one gurney-like bed with a hospital 
gown draped over it. The waiting area is equally bleak. These 
are two distinct spaces. The divider can be as simple as a 

-
less, the action takes place in two distinct spaces, keeping 
the characters apart.

(Lights up on LISA and ADAM in the waiting room, staring 
out silently, holding hands.)

(He gets up, sits back down)

(to 
himself)
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(ADAM kisses)

(He crosses into the radiation therapy room, closes the door 
behind him. They are each alone)

(Adam walks slowly toward the gurney as the “separate” 
conversations begin.) 

(removes his pants)

(arranging the magazines) 

Four three

(He removes his pants, folds his clothes, gets in the hospital 
gown.)
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that! 

(Looks around) are (He 
lies down.) 

(Deep breath) 
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real

(realizing, they giggle)

done
said

(We hear seven quick zaps. With each torturous one He says 
her name) 

         (He lies still, breathing heavy. It’s awful)

(silence)

(trying to be calm) 

me

(He gets zapped.) 
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(overlapping) 
(silence) 

(in agony)

hear

(looks around the waiting room)

(She studies the wall between them as if looking for a way in 
other than through the door.)

 
(She practically mounts the room divider. Extends her whole 
body in every direction, craving him, realizes) 

(Silence as he undergoes the last torturous round. We hear 
the zaps. His body convulses. She stays splayed out along the 
dividing wall, like she’d merge with it if she could.)

(like something’s just happened to her) 
(resigned) 

(Neither one moves.)

really 
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Karen JP Howes
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A boat dock

Blake, in a yellow rain coat, searches the misty water with 
an oar from a boat. Claire, in a snow coat over top of her 
wedding dress, enters. 

(interrupting)

BLAKE: That doesn’t mean he’s okay with signing away his 

responsibility.
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(seeing something in the water)
It’s a part of the fuselage

. (She reads letters 
emerging from the water

(interrupting)
seeing more in the 

water
forlorn)

 Her eyes focus on something in the water

(looking) 
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.

 She reads from her phone 
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 Blake takes the phone from CLAIRE

 She takes the phone back. Re-scans the message.
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(recovering)

(It comes to her)
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(long-
ingly

Again longingly)  

(He doesn’t know how to answer)
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He kisses her. He releases the kiss and carefully pulls back. 
Then Claire reaches forward and slowly wraps her arm 
around him to draw him in. They kiss again as the lights fade.
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A girl's bedroom; canopy bed, Victorian touches. CECELIA 
(19), white lace and ribbons, sits at a desk with a book. BAR-
RETT (18), a modern-day Goth but keeping it to a minimum, 
enters with a vacuum.

Cecelia raises her eyebrows. Barrett runs the vacuum around, 
not terribly well. Cecilia watches her intently. Barrett opens 
the closet door in order to vacuum the threshold. She admires 
something- we don’t know what.

(under her breath) 

still thinking about what she saw)

Barrett looks around- goes to the window with Windex and 
starts to open the drapes.

Barrett considers this, then continues to open the drapes.

(under her breath)
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(touches a book, “Wuthering Heights”)

(with interest)

Cecelia points. Barrett picks up the debris by hand and de-
posits it in a waste basket.

(beat)
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Barrett starts to tidy Cecilia’s desk.

 (picks up a book anyway
Cecilia turns around.
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(referring to the windowsill)
(beat)

(Barrett picks up the novel.) 

Cecilia doesn’t answer. Barrett puts the book down.

Late morning. Cecelia is asleep in bed. Barrett enters. Her 
Goth look is stronger- wilder. Cecelia wakes.

(startled)
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Barrett starts to tidy.

Cecelia starts to choke at the Disney reference- too much for 
her to take. A huge thunder crack. The sky opens up and we 
hear a deluge of rain. The room darkens, the electric lights 
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she goes to the closet and takes out two cloaks. She gives 
one to Cecilia and puts the other one on. Cecelia gasps for 
breath as she listens.

(from the novel- with great emotion) 

Barrett goes to the window and pulls back the drapes. She 
looks at the windowsill.

Cecelia puts the hood on. Barrett holds our her arm. Cecelia 
is exultant. They exit; A HUGE THUNDER CRACK AND 
LIGHTNING. 

END OF PLAY.
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Don Nigro

Husbandry
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(Becky sitting in her chair, looking out the window. Lester 
storms in, rather upset.)
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(Looking out the invisible downstage window.) 

(Looking with her.) 
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(Pause.)

(Becky goes out. Pause.)

(Pause. Calling after her.)
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Stephen Kaplan
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(BETH LISTER, a woman in her early 30s sits behind a present 
wrapped in Hanukkah wrapping paper with a bright blue rib-
bon. SHE is very pregnant. SHE stares at the present. After a 
few moments, SUSAN LISTER, Beth’s mother, also in her early 

Beat.

(Beat.)

BETH starts to get up with some 

(Beat.)
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Beat.

Beat.

The 
Secret of the Old Clock 

Beat.

Unenthusiastically.
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(Beat.)

(Beat.)

Beat.

Beat.
Beat.

(Beat.)

Beat.
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(Beat.)

(Beat.)

(Beat.)
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are

SHE shrugs her 
shoulders

Beat.

(SUSAN picks up the gift and holds it out in front of her. Of-
fering it. Long wait.)

Beat. SUSAN still holds it out.) 
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(Long silence as SUSAN continues to hold it out for BETH. 
Finally, BETH gently takes it from her. SUSAN smiles.)

Cont’d SHE kisses BETH on the forehead.) 

(SUSAN starts to leave.)

(SUSAN stops. SHE turns. SHE smiles. SHE looks at her 
daughter. SHE leaves. BETH stares at the present. SHE 

it up nicely next to her, saving it. SHE looks at the box. SHE 
smiles. Lights fade.)
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Mia McCullough
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LIGHTSUP on CASEY looking out over the rail of a large 
cruise ship. The ENGINES THRUM somewhere. It’s late at 
night and this section of the ship is not brightly lit. JOSH 
approaches, watching CASEY. She takes some deep breaths, 
trying to calm herself. Her attempts at calm are thwarted by 
a perky-voiced ANNOUNCEMENT.

(over loudspeaker) 

(startled)

Beat.

(recognizing him) 

(beat)
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Beat.

(pause)

(beat, she looks over the edge)

CONT’D 

Beat.

(beat)
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(laughing at herself) 

Beat.

Beat. He leans on the rail a couple of feet away.

Beat.

(a perky voice)

(her own voice)
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do

Beat.

Beat. He gets it.

Pause. She stares at him.

(he shrugs) 
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Beat.

(beat)

(beat, grabs his arm)

(trying to pull away) 

(she hugs him)

(looking for witnesses) 

Beat.

(He’s nodding)

(She almost touches him, remembers not to)
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Beat.
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Pause.

She smacks him playfully.
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CASEY EXITS. JOSH watches her walk away. Then he leans 
on the rail and peers into the darkness. After a moment he 
looks around to see if anyone is looking, and climbs up onto 
the rail. BLACK OUT. 
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Marisa Smith

Theatre
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 (Lights up.)

The Man and Woman are on opposite sides of the bed, get-
ting dressed. 

The bed is a mess; obviously they’ve just had sex.)

nice?

(She smiles and extends her arm to the door. 

Man exits.

BLACKOUT. 

Music. 

A day passes.

LIGHTS UP.

The Man and the Woman are standing near the bed, fully 
clothed. Their coats are on the two chairs.)
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me. 
that

(They sigh.)

 too

(Pause.) 

(Pause.)
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facedness?

(touching her face) fascinating.

(He peers closely into her face.)

(They laugh a nerdy laugh together.)

(Pause.)
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(Woman opens up a drawer.)

(embarrassed)

(This cracks them up.

She hands him a tiny bottle and takes one for herself. 

They open the bottles and take a drink.

They stare at each other… lustily.)

facedness.

 so
(They each take another drink.)

(starts unbuttoning her shirt) 

(starts unbuttoning his shirt)
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(They stare hungrily at each other.)

 (They grab each other and start kissing madly.)
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L.E. Grabowski-Cotton
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Once in a Blue Moon Travel agency. The sign reads “You 
name it, we’ll get you there.” A young woman, VALENTINE 
GRACE, sits behind the desk, reading a book. She is not a 
pretty girl, she has long stringy hair and she is far too skinny. 
But she has an ethereal quality to her, a dreaminess that is 
evident in all that she does. She sighs frequently as she reads 
and glances at the door, as if hoping that someone will enter. 

No one does.

After a few moments, she stands up and stretches. Just as she 
is leaning over, a man enters. His name is MONTGOMERY 
BLOOM. His hair is slicked back, he wears a suit and tie, 
and he looks very professional.

(Startled, Valentine stands up straight, turns around.) 

(Beat)

(Beat)

(Frustrated) 

(Shaking his head) 
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(Shaking her head) 

(Smiling brightly)

could
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(Awkward silence)

(Frustrated) 

impossible

(Shocked)

(Softly) 

(Suspicious)

(Confused) 
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(Defensively) 

(Silence)

(Confused) 

(Beat)

(VALENTINE thinks for a moment.)
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can

(Excited)

(Irritated) 

(Ignoring him) 
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(Giving up) 
(MONTGOMERY heads for the exit)

(MONTGOMERY is about to open the door and leave. Then 
he pauses...)

(Silence as MONTGOMERY thinks)

(Takes a step forward)

(Takes another step forward)

(Takes another step forward)

(Excited) 
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(Silence as MONTGOMERY considers)

(LIGHTS FADE)

(END OF PLAY)
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Director: 
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ANDY: Male, 19, Prisoner
SHADES: Male, 30, Prisoner
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SETTING: A bed stretches from SC. Other beds are dimly seen 
behind it. The feet of the beds form an aisle going US. The 
wall has barred windows. Attached to the neatly made bed, 
near its head, is a small cabinet, on top of which are a chess 

AT RISE: Dormitory lights are on. Percussion mixes with a 
low prison din - bits of conversation, music and voices from 
radio, guards calling out names of inmates. SHADES is ly-
ing on his bed, reading. HE wears prison denims, and tinted 
prescription glasses. ANDY is coming from US along aisle. 
HE too wears prison denims. HE carries an envelope and 
some aluminum-wrapped food. Noise dims as HE stops at 
SHADES’ bed.

(Returns to book.)

ANDY: (Beat.) I got somethin’ for you.
SHADES: Tomorrow. And you don’t got to give me nothin’. I don’t 

smoke anyway. 
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(SHADES turns toward ANDY, removing sunglasses 

(opening foil)

(getting plastic cups, paper towels from inside cabinet and 
clearing cabinet top) 

(Places cups and paper towels on top of cabinet.)

(Pours tea from thermos. Places arroz con dulce between 
the cups.)

(THEY taste the arroz con dulce with a mixture of eagerness 
and the care required for quality evaluation.)

(Sips tea.)

(Hands SHADES the envelope.)
(Looks at return address on envelope.) 
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(reading) 

(ANDY moves closer to SHADES. SHADES looks up from letter.)

(Rises.) 
(Rises.) 

(THEY face each other.)

(ANDY sits down. SHADES reads.)

(Rises.)

(HE is moving toward SHADES, about to lose control.)

(ANDY sits. SHADES continues reading.)
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(Covers face with his hand.)

 (Comes closer to ANDY.) 

(SHADES puts a hand on ANDY’s shoulder.)

(Beat.)

(Beat.)

(Folds letter, puts it into ANDY’s shirt.)
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Religion is the opium of the people.
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(A call to line up for a count is heard from the guard area: 
“On the count!”)

(ANDY nods.)

(Beat.)
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(Sounds of the prisoners murmuring while lining up. SHADES 
motions with his head for ANDY and HIMSELF to go to line 

(SHADES stretches his arm forward, puts his hand on ANDY’s 
shoulder. Blackout.)
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Setting: A hiking trail, miles from civilization.

At rise. WIL stands, hunched in pain, his hands covering his 
mouth. A hiking map lies on the ground near his feet. JENNA 
stands several feet away. 

She’

SHE shows her teeth, a sort-of smile.
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SHE doesn’t take it. HE folds it neatly.
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SHE silently refuses.

HE bends to re-tie his shoes.
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HE jumps back as SHE raises an arm to strike him.

La la la la la. 
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SHE starts to leave. HE follows.

all your things
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SHE hands him the ring.

SHE mimes a punch and exits. HE watches her go. HE looks 
at the ring as twilight descends. 
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Carey Crim

th) 
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Setting: A cheap roadside motel room in a small town in upstate 
New York near the Canadian border. The shades are drawn, 
but some grey light from outside peeks through a hole in one of 

a pool of vomit. There is a mostly empty bottle of vodka next to 
him and a completely empty bottle of pills. There is a knock at 
the door. He doesn’t stir.

 (Calling from outside the door)

 (Still nothing from the soldier. The knocking continues as the 
lights slowly fade.)

The same hotel room. Everything is exactly the same as the 
previous scene but now, the motel maid, is in the room. She sits 
on the bed staring down at him.He coughs, gradually comes to, 
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(She takes a cigarette out of her pocket and starts to light it.)

(She shoots him a hard look but puts the cigarette away and 

 

(Stopping the scene)
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 (They assume the positions they were in at the beginning of the 
scene. The repeated part of the scene is  faster.)

(Breaking out of the scene)

(A siren wails outside.)

(Beat.)  

 

(She hands his wallet back to him.)
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do 

want 

(like reading from a textbook)
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 (He strokes her cheek.)

(They a assume their positions from the beginning.)

 (He strokes her heek.)
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 (They assume their original positions. This time, he does not 
stir, but stares ahead with vacant, dead eyes. The Maid cries for 
the dead soldier as the lights fade to black.)
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Guy’s studio apartment (clearly belonging to a single guy.) An 
oddly serious young woman, CAROLINE, early 20’s, stands 
holding a microphone. 

GUY, mid 20’s, intense, a stand up comic, watches her. Caro-
line speaks to an unseen audience. She is mid “routine.” 
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(She stares at him.) 

(She hesitates, then deigns to write it down.)
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(reading)

(as she thumbs through the book)

(He goes to the fridge to grab a couple of beers.) 
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(No response.)
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(cont.)

(CAROLINE suddenly bursts into tears.)

(She continues to cry.)
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(beat)

(Dead silence.)
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(beat)

(She waits.)

(CAROLINE smiles the smallest of smiles.)

(Blackout)
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th  2016 

Cast:  

Director:  
Producer:  
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AT RISE

Franny is seated, alone; contemplative. She’s a bit tipsy (wine 
glass). It might as well be established now that’s she’s one of 

comedy as she contemplates a magazine and disgards it – ad 
lib exasperated snort over articles). She’s known Lane for a 
few months and they are very honest with each other. Straight-

not argument.

She stares into space.

Lane enters. They acknowledge each other and Lane blows 
her a kiss; he puts his car keys in his pocket, then turns to 
Franny properly. She’s waggling her eyebrows suggestively 
at him, and he smiles at her.

Pregnant pause. Lane centres himself and takes a deep breath.

Lane snorts.

Franny gives him a look.
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.

Smiles.

Pause, while she processes the truth of this for probably the 
umpteenth time.
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She hammers the air.

…nailing anything.

Laughs

Pause.

Pause – he’s thinking.

grinning
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Laughs; then regards him evenly.

winces

He shrugs, but he’s smiling

could

not 
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Franny regards him evenly, but he is sanguine.

She (e.g.) pulls up her skirt a bit and examines her legs, strokes 
her belly and holds her breasts.

Franny ignores him

nomenclature
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-She’s arrested by Lane’s expression.

Silence. Franny is preparing to tell him something, and there 
is a distinct change in mood – she’s having trouble taking a 
run up to it.

Lane is gobsmacked.

A weak smile.

Pause.

He comes to sit down next to her.
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This is clearly an understatement (tears and snot). 

Silence.

Pause.
is

She’s softly weeping (controlled, not wailing) and absent-

Silence.

Pause – he doesn’t know what to say.

Silence. Lane looks a bit vacant, still not knowing what to say.

Franny looks at him carefully, and touches his face tenderly.
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Franny smiles.

He has an idea.

She kisses him tenderly, and he doesn’t mind the snot.

Pause.

Lane stands and digs out his car keys; Franny stands, cleans 

sofa. They exit together.
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SETTING: An art auction. Several chairs face outward, and a 
dais to the side of the stage with the back tucked into the wing, 
so that an auctioneer need not be visible if an actor is not avail-
able. A large sign says ART AUCTION TODAY; several frames 
can hang from drapes or be on easels.

From stage left, THOMAS enters holding a notebook, pen, and 
auction paddle. He slowly starts walking the perimeter of  the 
stage, as though looking at paintings. At each one, he consults 
his notebook, and then looks at the painting again. After about 
thirty seconds, MARY:  enters from stage right, and begins to 
walk the perimeter from that side. She does the opposite of the 

painting and then writes notes herself. After a minute of this, the 

presumably in front of a large, abstract painting. 

(indicates an area of the painting) 

(he waves his note paper) 
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(reaches in his pocket and pulls out a business card, hands 
it to her) 

(extends a hand) 

 (takes the card, shakes his hand) 

(looks at card before putting it in purse) 

 (indicates the Clutter painting
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(she’s had it, preys on his  ignorance)

(beat) 

(MARY takes THOMAS’s program and leafs through it point-
ing things out around the room) 

 (O.S.) 
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(beat, AUCTIONEER points to an invisible attendee who 
bids silently) 

(points to another invisible attendee) 

(Beat, AUCTIONEER points to the silent bidder) 
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(looks to MARY ) 

THOMAS looks shocked, but her sudden fervor incites him. 

(beat) 
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(beat) 

(beat) 

(beat) 
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(beat) 
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AT RISE: A street corner. MONA is seated on a bench or wall 
near CARLOS:. MONA is reading a newspaper and CARLOS: 
watches her as he walks past, then he turns back and takes 
his earphones from his iPod from his ears. He smoothes his 
hair down with his hands, a sign of vanity.

Hola! Eh, chica! 

(back to her newspaper)

(Smooths his hair down again.)

(turning to leave) 

 (Hands her his earphones.)

 (putting on earphones)
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(removing earphones)

Creo que eres Hermosa! 

chiquita

woman

(laughing) 
(He thinks he’s getting somewhere because she laughed.)

not

(Pause)

Cuanto anos tienes?
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(Pause)

vato?
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(She hands him back his iPod.)

no te preocupes

(He starts to dance, a moonwalk, and sings to sing the Lady 
Gaga song.)

“Baby, I was born this way, I was boo-o-r-n this way.”

(Standing, she tries to copy his dance moves.)

(He dances some more.)

I’m
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(laughing)

mi amor

Chevere! 
(He lets her proceed ahead of him and they exit together.)
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F. Lynne Bachleda

“ CABA-
RET
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The play takes place inside a human uterus. 

Actors are barefoot and wear tan-brown body suit tights, plus 
appropriate blue or pink T-shirts that are able to be easily 
torn in half vertically while being worn. Red silk sashes or 

are tied at the waist to represent umbilical cords. Easy to 

Flesh-colored head covers with prominent red veins painted 
on both sides hide hair and complete the actor’s costumes. 
Contact the playwright (bachleda@bellsouth.net) for images 
of one production’s costume solutions.

The cast should be age 18-20. Most important is that the ac-
tors must be very close in age.
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AT RISE:  He and She enter “dog paddle-dancing” in loopy, 
dreamy arcs as the music of  The Turtles’ “Happy Together” 

to each other. 

.

Music stops and She begins to sing the same lyric acapella, 
stopping at the same lyric place as above when She and He 
come face to face equally abruptly. After peering closely at 

 (Beat) 
another

 (Beat)

(Beat) Can 

(He faces her nose- to-nose with malice. She looks at him her 
mouth open a little. For a moment she is lost.)

A SILENCE.

(Beat.)
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(Beat)

A PAUSE as she sizes him up. 

(coquettishly) 

Turning his back to her. 

Turning to face her with competing emotions.

Stepping as far away from She as possible.

(laughing) 

 (Beat.) 

(Beat.)
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She takes a swing at He, but misses.

(softening) 

(Beat)
HE begins to sing a capella and, as he does, HE and SHE 
dance a soft-shoe routine, at which they are well-practiced 
from having done this many, many times before.

The SFX of banging noises and groans in a sexual rhythm 
interrupts their simpatico interlude. 

More and louder rhythmic sexual banging SFX into climax.

 (Beat.)

He throws She an arch, sly, and slightly menacing smile.
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(Beat)

She throws He an arch, sly, and slightly menacing smile.

MOCKING HIM
She turns from him and resumes reciting her list.

Moving upstage and behind her. 

He sensuously takes her red umbilical cord and begins to loop 
it loosely around her neck
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He pulls the silk very snugly around her neck and give a little 
tug to accentuate his anger.

She stomps on his arch in the classic self-defense move when 
being attacked and held from behind. He reacts by letting go 
of the silk.

She steps clear of him.

 (Beat)

She unwraps the silk from her neck.

(Beat)

(Beat) 
can

She moves slowly and cautiously toward He. Suddenly, She 
grabs He’s umbilical cord and rips it apart. He  gasps for air.

Falling and dying.
She stands over him, and then rips his blue t-shirt  lengthwise. 
Flipping him over, she rips the remainder of one-half of the 

shirt onto her body. She sings a capella.
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Segueing into “maybe this time” (From cabaret)
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SETTING: Manny’s Tango Studio. Night. 

We hear TANGO MUSIC as the lights come up. A desk and 

poised center stage staring out as if into a mirror. His head is 
high, arms extended, as if holding a partner, in the regal danc-
ers pose. He moves gracefully, marking steps to the music. 
After a moment Sheilah ENTERS. She stands in the doorway, 
unseen, watching in awe his masculiine grace. Manny does a 
slow turn and spots Sheila. She shrinks back, embarrassed. 

checks her out

He bows gracefully.)

Deep breath
Sad face.

tango Looks down at 
her imperfect body.

Looks around.) 
in 

He crosses to the table 
and gallantly pulls out the chair for her to sit.)

She sits He hands her a stack of 
papers. Jok-
ingly.

ormalidad
He stands behind her, closely, as she skims the stack of papers. 
He leans down. She can feel his breathing.
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Seductive.

He reaches over her shoulder to move the papers closer to 
her. His face is by her neck. 

Glances back through the papers

Making light

Waves papers in front of her 
like a fan.)

han caido… 
? 

Enamorado

He 
extends his muscular arm, to demonstrate.) 

lento
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Shrugs

He sweeps the papers from her.)

He backs away to the center 
space anddemonstrates.)  Then 
does the steps in  time, to match. 

He extends his arm for her to join him. She slowly crosses 
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to him. 

(She stands beside him.)
 I

He straightens

She tries to keep her arm up, tightens 
muscle

He moves his arm to another position. She tries to mimick. 

Circles around her.

(He raises 
her arm again. And faces her towards the downstage ‘mirror’

Faces herself in ‘mirror’.
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rosses 

He stretches to show 
her.

Imitates.
(Stretches.

Continues to circle.

(He continues to circle around her and adjust. She chatters 
nervously.)

Notices him 
staring with fascination.)

equadors

Politely. sec..
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Insulted.
He turns away, “hurt”.)  

With american accent

Appeasing him

Vos Sabes’? 
you

A challenge.
Threatened; backs away

Checks watch.

(A challenge.

Summing up the courage.

feel 
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is

something

Stefano (Proudly.

(Beat.

Holds his shoulder.

Starts crying
(Fumbles for a tissue in her bag, then embarrassed turns to leave.)

do
feel

commitment

Turns to him.
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He straighten,head high

A challenge.
Takes a breath. Stands taller.

-
ter a moment we hear the Tango MUSIC. And with his eyes 
locked on hers… 

Holding the stare.)
He raises his arms in the dancer’s pose. She raises hers. And 
as the MUSIC begins to swell we FADE OUT. 
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Katherine H. Burkman 

CAST
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(Schubert’s quartet No. 14, “Death and the Maiden,” plays 
quietly. ELSIE is looking for a book in the stacks of an imaginary 
library. Music fades. She speaks to man who is following her.) Are 

(Pulls out an imaginary book)

(GERALD moves upstage and hums the tune of “Sweet Love 
Doth Now Invite.”  ELSIE  moves to another area of the stage, 
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disposes of her imaginary book and handbag and arrives at 
an imaginary mountain, which she begins to climb)

(Appears behind her climbing and is out of breath)

(She climbs faster and GERALD gives in, turns back and 

and shoes. She sits by an invisible lake and draws her hand 
through the water. GERALD lurks)
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(She wades into an imaginary lake and begins to swim, slowly 

background)

(Shouting) 

(Floating on her back)

(GERALD goes upstage and waits)

(She climbs out of the imaginary water and pretends to get back 
into her clothes: As she gets her pretend dress back on, GERALD 
comes behind her and pulls up and imaginary zipper, then moves 
away. ELSIE speaks to the audience)

( She goes and stands in front of a pretend mirror and begins 
to put on lipstick.. She is now in her bedroom)

(She looks at her nails)

(Continued)
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(She turns to audience)

(He crawls into her room through an imaginary window, 
takes the imaginary brush from her and begins to brush her hair, 
singing as he does so) 

(He continues to brush her hair and to sing the verse) To 

(Leaves by the pretend window, still singing his verse. 
Closes the pretend window. Retires upstage)
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(She has aged considerably. She stands center stage holding 
a pretend handkerchief to her eyes. She is waving with the other 
hand)

(She waves some more)

(Pause)

(Moves forward from upstage to join her)

(Laughs)

(Pause)
Death and the Maiden
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(He takes Elsie in his arms and they waltz to the Shubert 
quartet music for a bit. ELSIE breaks away)

(Pause. She looks at him closely)

(GERALD smiles and reaches out a hand, which she does 
not take)

(ELSIE waves at GERALD as he goes upstage and she goes 
into an imaginary house. When she emerges, she is stooped 
over with age. She picks up an imaginary phone and speaks 
into it)

(She walks a bit and stumbles, but she is caught by GERALD 
before she can fall)

(As she accompanies GERALD into an imaginary bedroom)
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(She does so and as he takes her stage left, she begins to sing 
“Come Again,” and he hums as he leads her. They stop at 
the edge of the stage and as sHE: leans her head back on his 
shoulder, he kisses her neck. Lights dim slowly to black) 
 

The End
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A fashionably dressed young mother, ABBY. sits on a bench 
in Central Park with a baby carriage in front of her. Gurgling 
sounds are emitted from the carriage from time to time to 
which ABBY responds.

carriage.

Another fashionably dressed, but suspiciously punk young 
mother arrives with her baby carriage. She bears no tattoos—
but that’s the anomaly. Her clothes and demeanor somehow 
suggest a Pulp Fiction villainess.

(she looks in)

A moment waiting.
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(goes to Gay’s carriage)
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(whispering, as if to get the last of private conversation in) 

(whispers)

(to ELECKTRA)
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(she points to her crotch)

(looks into Gay’s carriage) 
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END OF PLAY
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Felix Racelis
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Scene

stage left, are two chairs hugging a small end table. To the 
other side of Shelley’s desk, stage right, is a single chair. The 
furniture is stylish and uncomfortable. A map of the world, 

Shelley’s desk. A box of tissue sits on a corner of the desk. 

AT RISE: An exit interview/pitch session is in progress. SHEL-

single chair. JESSICA and STANLEY sit in the two chairs to the 
opposite side of SHELLEY.    

  (beat)  

(JESSICA turns to STANLEY, both at their  wits’ end. STAN-
LEY motions for JESSICA to proceed.)

(beat) 

(rising from her desk and extending her hand)

(adamant) 

(stumbling) 
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(SHELLEY checks her iPhone.)

  (to DAVID)  

(JESSICA and STANLEY exchange  desperate glances.)

(blurting)  

 (seizing his chance)

(As STANLEY talks, he extracts  two Godzilla toys from a 
black  bag. STANLEY and JESSICA each take a  toy to il-
lustrate their story. They both lean close to Shelley’s  desk to 
peer at her map.)

(STANLEY plucks a tissue from the desk and wraps it over the 
head of one of the   toys to create the Bride.) 

(astounded) 
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 (JESSICA looks at STANLEY for help.DAVID leans in to 
catch JESSICA’s  revelation.)

(impatient, to DAVID) 

(SHELLEY shoots DAVID a hard expression. 

DAVID exits.

JESSICA and STANLEY exchange a look of desperation, hav-
ing lost their champion.)

(desperate)

(reverie) 
 (motioning with her arms)  

(The writers follow SHELLEY’s  rising and falling motion. 
They look at each other with a glimmer of hope. DAVID 
returns.)

 (beat)  

 (to DAVID)  

(to JESSICA) 
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(coming to her senses)

(under breath) 

 (JESSICA rummages desperately  in the black bag.)

(interrupting) 

(JESSICA searches madly in the bag.)

(to STANLEY) 

(loudly clearing her throat) 

(interrupting)

 (turning to each other) 

(STANLEY holds his head in his  hands, makes a prayer 
gesture.)
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(Cont’d) 

(SHELLEY stares at the air above her, pondering what she’s 
just heard.)

(starts crying)

 (beat)
 (straining) 

tissue, which she accepts. SHELLEY wipes her eyes.

(Grief stricken and speechless, SHELLEY nods in the af-

(regaining her composure) 

(SHELLEY weeps again.)

  (directly to SHELLEY) 

(echo)

(echo) 
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(SHELLEY wails.)

(STANLEY and JESSICA turn to each other in astonishment, 

(triumphant, singing)
(DAVID shakes his head.)

BLACKOUT
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LIGHTS UP:

The Great Salt Lake. Empty stage, save for a lone chair. The 
boss of brine shrimp bosses, ART EMIA sits on this chair. Ill-

ENTER younger ANTHRO POD. He kisses the hand of EMIA. 

ANTHRO stands up straight. 

(incensed)

EMIA laughs maniacally. 
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EXIT ANTHRO. EMIA sits back in the chair. 

Lights down. 

When lights go back up the chair is moved around with the 
back facing the audience. No EMIA.

ANTHRO checks his cell phone. The towel wrapped around 
a pistol lays on the chair.

OS A KNOCK then a woman ENTERS. 

She is NAU PLII, (20s-50s), slinky, nice evening dress. For-
eign. 

NAU laughs in his face. 
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ANTHRO picks up his towel.

ANTHRO upset. 

NAU takes the towel from him. 

NAU unfolds the towel, revealing a brightly colored water 
pistol. 

She holds it up using the towel. 

NAU laughs. 

NAU aims gun. 

ANTHRO gets antsy. 

NAU squirts ANTHRO’s foot with the squirt gun. Also, NAU 
squirts the audience, so they can get in on the action. 

-
ing in pain. Very guttural sounds. 
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Gutteral screams. Grabs his foot and sputters about the stage 
on his back. 

NAU stoops next to ANTHRO.

NAU points the pistol up ANTHRO’s nose. 

ANTHRO starts to cry. NAU pulls him up and holds him 
close to her. 

NAU holds him in her arms. 

NAU feels his shoulders. 

NAU kisses him. 

NAU hugs him.

LIGHTS DOWN QUICK.

When they come up, ART EMIA back in his chair. No NAU. 
OS KNOCK. 

ENTER ANTHRO, with towel. 
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ANTHRO limps, due to his foot being shot with freshwater. 

EMIA hands ANTHRO a bag of epsom salt. 

ANTHRO admires the bag before dropping it. 

ANTHRO points his squirt gun at EMIA. 

EMIA stands up. 

From USL a stream of water hits EMIA in the back. He falls 
on his stomach. 

NAU ENTERS from USL carrying a super-soaker. She also 
squirts the audience. 

ANTHRO shoots EMIA in the head with the squirt gun. EMIA 
dead. ANTHRO squirts the audience, too. 

ANTHRO looks up. NAU has the super soaker aimed on him. 

ANTHRO points his gun at her. NAU walks closer. 
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NAU kicks him in the chest with her sole. ANTHRO drops 
his gun. Momentarily shocked, ANTHRO staggers and NAU 
unleashes the super soaker on him (and the audience). 

NAU as she stands over EMIA and ANTHRO’s bodies. 

  LIGHTS DOWN.
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Chip Bolcik

CAST
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phone. He has a toothpick in his mouth. He always has a 
toothpick in his mouth.
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CARLA enters.

NINA comes over with ROCCO's drink. 

(not impressed) 
NINA exits. 

NINA enters. 
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(to CARLA) 

(to ROCCO)

Rocco?
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(to ROCCO)

(to NINA)

(to ROCCO)

 (to ROCCO)

(she waits for him to respond. He doesn't.)

She gets up to leave.
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(CARLA moves to ROCCO, rubs his body with her hands) 

CARLA takes the toothpick out of his mouth with her mouth. 
She exits with it still in her mouth. 

He lifts his tee shirt. The name CARLA is tattooed across 
his chest. 
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He turns, shows her the remnants of a tattoo on his back. It's 
red, like it's recently been removed, but it's clear that it said 
Constantine.

BLACKOUT
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The stage is bare. In the darkness, a spotlight captures RICK 

He suddenly notices the audience and halts in his tracks, then 
moves DC to confront the audience.

The doorbell rings. To the audience as lights come up and he 
heads for the door, SL.

(he shares a look with the audience, then grabs the carrier, and 
the cat makes an angry noise)
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(RICK moves closer towards the front door)

(removes a folded paper from his pocket) 
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(agitated and waving a paper at RICK)
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The three men move upstage together. Blackout
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(cont’d)

The next day. Women 1 & 2 go to sit at their table, as before, 
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beat
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She picks up a scone from her saucer, that was hidden on the 
other side of her cup.

And wet

(cont’d) 
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(cont’d)
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She takes a sip from her cup.
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Reina Hardy
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Five cram school teachers are sitting around the lounge on a 
Saturday, somewhere between anxious and bored out of their 
skulls. We are in the future, but not too far. There are chairs, 
but not enough chairs.

Miss Lena is trying to make a call. It isn’t going very well. 
Everyone else has given up on work completely.
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 (Eastern European accent- whatever the performer is 
comfortable with) 

(to the crowd)

(interrupting him with an old union song, sung to “The 
Battle Hymn of the Republic”) 

(with ukulele, suddenly alone)

She exits.
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(pointing at Richard 
and whispering)
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Everyone listens for a second.

Pause

Everyone starts- HARD. Like they’ve heard a gunshot or an 
explosion.

(except Miss Lena)

Another loud noise. Everyone starts again.

Miss Lena, with great purpose, puts one hand to her lips and 
strides out of the room.

(trying to go after her)

They all wait. After a moment, the lights go out. The teachers 
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(shaking)

Everyone starts again.

Everyone looks at Miss Lena.

Everyone sits. After a moment.

pause

 They sit for a moment. Kami takes out her ukulele, and plays 
the battle Hymn of the Republic, humming the tune. When the 
song is over, they pause. They listen.
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No-one knows. After a moment Miss Lena gets up and leaves 
the room. Everyone watches her go.

teachers strangle scream and clutch each other.

Miss Lena enters. She is dusted with snow. She’s carrying 
something.

She throws a snowball at the teachers.

END OF PLAY
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(A man, late 40s, is sitting in a chair. This is DANIEL. He has 
on some type of VR goggles, the design of which I'll leave up 
to the production. Around his chair are the detritus of someone 
who has not been very active - candy wrappers, water bottles, 
beer cans, newspapers, etc. He is dressed raggedly, in sweats 
or a beat-up bathrobe. He should be lit dimly if possible.

Also onstage, not next to him, are a younger couple, early 
20s, DJ and MELINDA, at a table, and in much better light. 
They are dressed well, holding hands, making eyes at each 

They are not aware of DANIEL in any way.)

(If not applicable to the actor, use "I'll let it go.")

(They collapse in hysterics.)

(DJ leans in to kiss her, puts his hands on her face, very softly, 
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and starts a very passionate kiss. Right in the middle of it:)

(DJ and MELINDA freeze. A couple seconds. They do not 
move.)

(DJ and MELINDA step back from each other and replay the 
last ten seconds.)

(Another man, early 20s, PETER, enters. He is well dressed, 
perhaps a suit. He does not see DJ and MELINDA at this time 
or any other. PETER heads right to DANIEL.)

(He leans in to kiss her, puts his hands on her face, very softly, 
and starts a very passionate kiss. Right in the middle of it:)

(DJ and MELINDA are now caressing each other's faces. 
Making out. In between kisses:)

(DJ and MELINDA freeze instantly.)
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(DJ and MELINDA have moved away from the table. It's six 

(DANIEL removes the glasses. DJ and MELINDA exit.)

(looks around at his mess)

(beat)
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(PETER exits. DANIEL looks around at the mess around him 
and puts the glasses back on.)

(DJ and MELINDA are again onstage. MELINDA is holding 
a baby in her arms, swaddled up tight, and is rocking back 
and forth. She is angry and hurt. DJ has had a few drinks.)

(Trying to amuse her, break the tension) 
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(He has begun to cry.)

(PETER walks back on stage carrying a soda.)

(PETER sees his father with the glasses on. He walks over 

(Continued)
(He sees his father is crying. A long pause.)

(Continued) 
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(pause) 

(DANIEL puts the glasses back on. PETER stands there, un-
able to help his father.)

(MELINDA walks on carrying a suitcase and whatever else 
indicates she's leaving, DJ trailing after her, desperate.)
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(And PETER stands there, helpless, as his father can’t stop.)

LIGHTS OUT.
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AT RISE:  ATHLETIC and ANKLE are ‘swimming’ around 
the space, clearly having an incredible time.  *Note:  In the 

blocked to change directions as the load agitated in the other 
-

tion if you time it with precision and thought.

(starts coughing, spitting, choking) 

 (slaps his/her face) 

and ANKLE stare at him, then take to each other.  COLORED 
sits up, and ATHLETIC, ANKLE, and COLORED all stare at 
each other for a brief beat or two, then ANKLE begins scream-
ing and runs as far away as s/he can.  When ANKLE screams, 
so do the other two, and for a few beats they are all screaming 

stop running, screaming and yelling, looking with disdain at 
the other two.  ATHLETIC and COLORED have transitioned 
from running and yelling in fear, to chasing each other in fun.  
ANKLE/he grabs ATHLETIC as s/he runs by.  
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ANKLE leads ATHLETIC as far away on the stage as he can 
from COLORED.

(lead by ANKLE) 

ATHLETIC ‘swims’ away, making happy sounds and/or sing-
ing as s/he ‘swims.’
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(grabs ATHLETIC)

(immediately panicked)

(sputters) 
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Let this somber moment sit for a moment, then ATHLETIC 
accidentally collides with ANKLE, sending him/her right into 

a color underneath that is all the same—a shade somewhere 
between COLORED’s color and white.  [This seems the best 
way to handle this, but if the director sees some other clever 

(anger rising)

ANKLE attacks and they roll around, COLORED just de-
fending him/herself.  ATHLETIC sees this and hurries over 
to tear them apart.
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Pause on stage where ANKLE and COLORED think over 
what ATHLETIC said.

(to COLORED)
(pause)  
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BLACKOUT
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Peter M. Floyd

CAST
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Scene: A jungle, sometime in the early Paleocene Epoch 

At lights up, FRID sits on a tree branch (which may simply 
be implied) looking ahead thoughtfully. NELLA enters. Both 
of them are small furry tree-dwelling creatures, but this too 
may be implied.

(whatever that is)
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(looking at herself) 

OTTO enters. He is some kind of reptile, but again this can 
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be implied rather than explicit. He should be much larger 
than NEELA and FRID.

(realizing he committed a faux pas)
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(ignoring her, to OTTO) 
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(condescendingly)

 (sarcastically) 

Pause.
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END OF PLAY
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Monday morning, a little before 9 A.M. KRISTEN sits at her 
new desk. She wears a skirt and a pink blouse. A phone, a 

on the desk. Her shoulder bag is visible. LAURIE stands next 

KRISTEN is staring open-mouthed at LAURIE. A beat.

 (quietly; looking around)

(Beat)

(LAURIE looks blank.)
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(Beat)

(Nods)
(LAURIE looks at KRISTEN’s blouse. KRISTEN looks too.)

 (Shakes head) 
(Pause)

(She starts to go.)

(LAURIE turns.)

(Beat)

(KRISTEN stares at her.)
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 (Beat) 

(reaching for her bag) 

 (Looks at her) 

(KRISTEN stares at her.)

(hearing something:) 

with her typewriter. An elegant, dark-haired, middle-aged 
woman—unmistakably JACKIE—walks quickly past. KRIS-
TEN tries to look without staring. JACKIE exits. Beat.)

(silently) 
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 (whispering) 

(Beat)

(Pause)

(LAURIE exits. A pause, then DENNIS enters.)

(KRISTEN shakes her head. Quietly:)

(Nods)

(KRISTEN shakes her head no.)

(Beat)

(Pause)

(DENNIS exits. KRISTEN looks around, then picks up the 
phone and dials.)

(on the phone) 
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(JACKIE enters. KRISTEN looks at her. Beat. JACKIE smiles 
and waves her hand, as if to say, “Don’t rush, I’ll wait.” A beat.)

 (on the phone) 
(She hangs up quickly. Beat. JACKIE smiles. She has a lovely 
smile.)

(KRISTEN nods.)

(Beat)

(She takes the pack and shakes out two, then puts it down.)

(Shakes head.) 
(A beat)

(Looks at blouse a moment, then:) 
(JACKIE exits. KRISTEN doesn’t move. LAURIE enters and 
looks at her.)

(LAURIE goes. KRISTEN picks up the cigarette pack and 
looks at it.)

(Lights down)

END OF PLAY
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Young SOLDIERS running, men and women, green army 
fatigues. Their older male drill sergeant runs alongside them 
singing a marching cadence, to which they give the response. 
All running should probably be done in place. Generally, 
everyone yells at the top of their lungs, although some quiet 
moments are nice.

The unit grinds to a halt. 

ALL start to run. PRIVATE 1 takes a moment to think. He’s 
got it. With his words, all begin running again.

The SERGEANT stops. His eyes narrow. The unit stops.
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(Pause)

(Dangerous pause)

(In ear of nearest 
male soldier)
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(Pause; under his breath)

(Female)
The unit grinds to a halt again. 

A pause. They begin to run.

(grabbing her crotch)
 (all but SERGEANT 

grabbing their crotches) 

The SERGEANT stares her back into line. He begins running 
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again and the SOLDIERS follow. PRIVATE 4, male, speaks up.

A long pause. The SERGEANT considers if this can stand. It 
can. But barely. He, then they, run. A pause. He starts to sing, 

The SERGEANT stops and the SOLDIERS grind to a halt. 

A long pause as the SERGEANT considers this. Then, beaten, 
he throws his hat down, crumples to the ground, and holds 
his head.

The SOLDIERS look at each other, uncertain how to proceed. 
PRIVATE 2 kneels beside the SERGEANT. She still yells.
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As PRIVATE 2 talks, the SERGEANT slowly uncrumples.

The SERGEANT has risen and retrieved his hat. He is revived, 
saved, whole again.
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(Saluting smartly, happily) 
They begin to run. A few seconds pass.

The SERGEANT does not stop running.

(Quietly)
(Pause)

Blackout.
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The American Idol audition line, Any City, USA. DUDE, 15, 
male, waits in line, a number pinned to his chest, earbuds 
in his ears. He bops his head to the music. HE's in the zone, 
preparing. ILONA, 60s, stands behind him, no number. DITSY 
DIVA, 22, female, stands behind her, also with earbuds and 
a number. ILONA taps DUDE on the shoulder. HE removes 
an earbud.

(to DUDE) 

DUDE puts his earbuds back in. ILONA turns to DITSY DIVA 
and points to her number.

A PRODUCER enters with a video camera. SHE makes her 
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tries to make eye contact.

PRODUCER notices the commotion.

(beat)

(aware of the approaching camera, behind a fake smile) 

Then, directly into the camera...

 (cont'd) 

ILONA notices PRODUCER.

(into camera, a sudden realization)

(beat)

DITSY DIVA pretends to be enthralled, makes an 'aww how 
sweet' face at PRODUCER.

(cont'd.)

PRODUCER starts to move on. ILONA grabs her.

(cont'd.)
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(beat)

(CONT’D.) 

The PRODUCER moves on down the line. 

(to PRODUCER)

PRODUCER continues on down the line.

(To DUDE and DITSY DIVA)

DUDE and DITSY DIVA put their earbuds back in. ILONA 
keeps talking.

ILONA sings, "...and they called it puppy lo-o-o-ove..." DITSY 
DIVA pulls out an earbud.

ILONA pulls out one of DUDE'S earbuds.

 (to DUDE) 
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(cont'd.)

ILONA glares.

 (sheepish, back-tracking)

PRODUCER makes her way back down the line, inching 
closer with her camera.

ILONA rips DITSY DIVA's number from her chest, and holds 
it up to her own. 

ILONA belts one incredibly long, sustained, impressive note. 
ALL stop and turn, including PRODUCER. DUDE starts 
videotaping halfway through the note.

(like "coooool!")
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(into the camera, waving) 
(CONT’D.)

(to PRODUCER) 

ILONA charges at PRODUCER.

DITSY DIVA restrains ILONA.  

approaches.

DITSY DIVA grabs the iPhone, hits 'play,' watches.

ILONA yanks DUDE's iPhone out of her hands. SHE hits 
play, watches, sees a sadly desperate woman on the screen. 
HER shoulders slump.
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Beat.

ILONA looks at him like 'eeeewwww.'

ILONA looks at the number in her hands. 

ILONA struggles with this for a moment.

(beat)

DITSY DIVA puts her earbuds back in, practices.

SHE smacks DITSY DIVA on the shoulder.

DITSY DIVA smiles, gives a 'thumbs up.' DUDE raps.

End of play 
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Lights rise on a car.  It’s night.  

FRANKIE is snoring in the passenger seat.  

notices.

PETE is humming “I’m Only Sleeping” by The Beatles.  

Through the humming maybe some lyrics could slip out.  

Pete hums throughout the play whenever he has the opportu-
nity.  After a long moment Pete hits Frankie.

Frankie realizes something’s not right.  Pete hums.
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Pete hits Frankie on the side of the head.
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Pete hums.
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Nobody knows the answer to this. 

They shrug their shoulders… 

They give Ryan a sympathetic look.

Pete hums.

Pete hums. Frankie joins him.

Lift my head

Perhaps they continue to sing together.

Perhaps they all asleep.

Perhaps the car starts and they drive away.

The lights fade. END OF PLAY 
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SETTING: A BASEMENT.  It is used as a holding area for 
animals.  There are several cages.  

PAULIE, a young, cuddly Giant Panda and CHUCKY, a Chi-
nese Giant Salamander, share a large cage.  There is sand and 
rocks, vegetation, perhaps even a small Baobab tree.

AT RISE: OWEN, the owner of the home, cuddles and wrestles 
with PAULIE while CHUCKY watches suspiciously from the 
side.OWEN: Yeah, who's my cuddle-bear?  Who's my favorite, 
roly-poly Panda?  Is it Paulie?  

(rolling, cuddling)

(As OWEN continues to wrestle and brush PAULIE, CHUCKY 
sneaks up behind OWEN and, using his sticky, lizard claws, 
snatches OWEN'S iPhone from his back pocket.  CHUCKY 
slithers to a corner with the phone.)

(They wrestle 
and hug as CHUCKY hides the iPhone.)

(OWEN exits.)

(rolling around)
(skeptical)
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(CHUCKY pulls out three playing cards and 
starts playing three-card monte in front of PAULIE.)

 (showing him card) 

 (stops) 

(revealing black card) 
(He stops again, PAULIE points.)

(revealing black card) 

(stops)

(revealing)

(tumbling) 
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 (re: iPhone)
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(rolling around, holding his head) 

(Paulie stares blankly, he's too young)

 (holds up iPhone) 
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(hands Paulie the iPhone 
but Paulie won't take it) (Paulie won't 
read it) (reading text) 

(They look to the 
doorway, know he's coming.)

(PAULIE doesn't answer right away, confused, overwhelmed 
as OWEN returns.)

(He searches as CHUCKY looks to PAULIE.)
(playful growl) (PAULIE gestures for more hugs.  

OWEN notices.)

(He and PAULIE wrestle and 
cuddle while OWEN searches.  PAULIE turns OWEN away from 
CHUCKY.  CHUCKY sneaks up behind OWEN, pounces and bites 
OWEN in the neck.  Blood spews from his jugular.)

(he squirms and tries 
to escape) 

 (Paulie obeys as Owen weakens.)There 
(to Owen)

(OWEN goes limp.)

(numb) 
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(CHUCKY slithers out the door.  PAULIE 

lifeless OWEN.)

The End -
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Joanna and Emilia are drunk. Like super drunk. Like I didn’t 
know you could get that drunk after college without passing 
out and/or vomiting drunk. They are also at home. And in 
their mid-late 20’s. Maybe early 30s.

(turning over an empty vodka bottle)

Joanna re-emerges with a bottle.

(grabbing the bottle) 
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Joanna spins. It lands on Emilia.

(pause)
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has fallen.

Joanna spins around slowly.

Both pause for a moment.

She turns on the light. Aphra Behn is standing in the middle 
of the room next to Joanna.

Emilia grabs an umbrella and wields it like a weapon.
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(pulling Joanna to the side)

(picking up a bottle and smelling it)

(picks up bottle and tries to drink from it) 

Aphra begins to explore.
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(to Aphra)

They exit.

 (to Joanna) 

(re-emerging in Aphra’s clothes) 
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The lights go out. There is a crash. The lights come back on.

At //, Emilia starts talking at the same time as Aphra.
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Aphra exits. Emilia starts to clean. She picks up a book.

She goes back to cleaning. Something strikes her. She looks up.

Black out. End of play.
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“Dido’s Lament” by Henry Purcell, plays, while LENNY sits 
on a park bench across from a hospital in New York City, 
looking up at a window with cell phone in ear hanging up 
and putting it away. 

(KAREN enters.)

(LENNY stands. KAREN gives LENNY a forced embrace.)

(LENNY starts to exit in the direction KAREN entered.)
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(KAREN pulls out her I-phone.)

(LENNY looks up the window across the street.)

(LENNY points up at window.)

(LENNY breaks down.)

(A FIGURE appears hiding from behind a tree, taking pic-
tures, and eavesdropping.)
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(KAREN relishing in her power, exits.)

(VINCE appears and sits at other end of bench.)

(Stares across the street toward KAREN.)

(LENNY breaks down.)
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(VINCE pulls out from his pocket a recorder, turns it on, begins 
to improvise a dictation.)
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(VINCE watches mesmerized)

(LENNY lets out a cry looking up at window, and back at 
nearby BUTTERFLY.)

(VINCE looks out in front across the street.)

(LENNY stares up at the window, peaceful.)

(LENNY starts towards KAREN.)

(VINCE turns his recorder on.)

(KAREN enters stage, ready for cameras with red lipstick, 
jeweled hands on stomach, and chest.)
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(KAREN laughs as she scampers away.)  

(LENNY, almost to himself, looking up at the sky softly sings, 
Dido’s Lament.)

(KAREN returns and with VINCE listen to LENNY sing.)

(LENNY bows his head. KAREN and VINCE follow.)

THE END
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AT RISE: (A MIME.  Blank expression – empty, inscrutable.  
Hold.  A smile comes over him.  He acknowledges the audi-
ence with a graceful wave.  Flashes the “okay” hand sign.  

Strikes a pose. Hold.)

(A young couple enters, BOBBY and MARY.  They see the 
MIME.)

(The MIME comes unfrozen.)

(The MIME, carefree, merrily acknowledges BOBBY and 
MARY.)

(The MIME begins to walk in place.)
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trapped in a box routine.)

(CONT’D)
 (Almost giddy.)

(The MIME begins to sew with needle and thread.)

(Shouting at the MIME, viciously.)

(The MIME motions for BOBBY to come closer.  The MIME 
wants to give him a closer look at what he’s sewing.)

(MARY sighs, totally put out.  BOBBY moves closer to the 
sewing MIME.

The MIME calls him even closer.  Closer still.  BOBBY is 
just next to the 

MIME, playing along, acting as though he is seeing what is 
being sewn.)

(MIME, always with a big smile, shakes his head no.)

 (MIME shakes his head no.)

 (MIME nods excitedly, pointing at MARY.)
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(The MIME stabs BOBBY in the chest with a needle.  BOBBY 
reacts as if he’s actually been stabbed and is bleeding out.)

(CONT’D) 

(BOBBY goes to the ground, shakes, twitches, dies.  MIME 
continues to sew, contentedly.)

(BOBBY doesn’t move.  Turns to the MIME.)

(The MIME stabs her in the right eye.)

 (The MIME stabs her in the left eye.)

 (The MIME lifts needle to stab her again.)

 (Blackout.)

(As before, a MIME.  Alone.  Blank expression – empty, 
inscrutable.  Hold.  A smile comes over him.  He  begins to 

before his lips –shhh! – but soundless.  Strikes a pose.  Hold.)

(A woman, ETHEL, enters on her phone, walking her dog 
CAPOTE on a leash.)

 (CAPOTE is smelling the MIME.  Jerking the leash.)
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(Back to phone.)

 (CONT’D) 
(CAPOTE begins to hump the MIME’S leg.  The MIME is 
unfazed.)

(Jerking the leash.)

(Back to phone.)     

(CAPOTE begins to smell the MIME’S crotch.)

(To CAPOTE.)

(To phone.)

(The MIME comes unfrozen.  CAPOTE reacts, alarmed, 
barking.)

(MIME begins to mime a series of lasso/rope tricks.)
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(Puts phone away.  Tries to calm down the dog, who is dis-
turbed by the MIME and is making it known with its yapping.  
The MIME begins to mime a lasso in the air, like a cowboy.)   

  (CONT’D) 
(To the MIME.)

(The MIME hurls the mimed rope/lasso around CAPOTE’S 
neck.  CAPOTE reacts as if he’s actually been lassoed.  A tug 
of war ensues between ETHEL with the real leash and the 
MIME with his fake lasso.  In the back and forth, CAPOTE 
begins to strangle.)

(CONT’D) 

 (CAPOTE yelps, twitches, dies.)

(The MIME has another lasso; winds it up to snare ETHEL.)

(The MIME hurls the lasso at her.)

(Blackout.)

(As before, a MIME.  Alone.  Blank expression – empty, 
inscrutable.  Hold.  A smile comes over him.  He begins to 

Strikes a pose.  Hold.)

(DETECTIVE FLARB enters, sits on bench, lost in thought.  
His partner, DETECTIVE SWAYZE, enters behind him.)
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(Derisive.)
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 (Struck by the idea, but manages to let it go.)

(Dubious.)
 (Approaching the frozen MIME.)

(MIME doesn’t budge.)

(MIME doesn’t budge.)
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 (FLARB moves toward the MIME, threateningly.)

the MIME’S smile fades.  His face becomes contorted, and he 
begins to make dull rumbling sounds, as if malfunctioning.)

(The MIME lets out a primal scream.  It should be long and 
loud and unsettling.)  

(The MIME mimes a gun.   Points it at FLARB.)

(The MIME is advancing on FLARB, who backs away.)

has been shot.)
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(The MIME shoots FLARB again.)

(FLARB goes down.  MIME stands over him.  Fires once more. 
We hear the gunshot.  FLARB is dead.  Pause.  The MIME 
looks at SWAYZE, who stands in disbelief.  The MIME, still 
miming the gun, slowly walks to SWAYZE.  The MIME hands 
her the gun.  SWAYZE is now miming the gun, frightened.  

on SWAYZE’S face.  Pause.  The MIME’S sunny grin returns.  

before her lips – shhh! – but soundless.  A smile comes over 
her.  Hold.  Fade.)

END OF PLAY
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AT RISE:

Night. A spartan room in a former workers' holiday camp 

WINONA and CASSIE enter, looking like they slept in their 
clothes, if at all. They take in the room.  

Cassie screams. 

Winona checks under the bed, in the bed.

 (proud) 

Cassie collapses onto the bed.

Cassie groans. Winona tries to pull her up. 

(cont'd) 

(laughing nervously)
(smelling her clothes)
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Cassie removes her dress, fans it in the air, keeps her slip on. 

She starts massaging Cassie's shoulders. Cassie whimpers. 

(cont'd) 

 (with knowing superiority)

Winona looks around. No phone. 

(peering out the window)
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(turning back, mystery solved)

Cassie exits. Winona reads loudly from a battered brochure. 

(OFF)

(OFF) 

(she re-enters)

Cassie starts to cry. 
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Cassie covers her mouth, shocked by her own words. Winona 
shakes out Cassie's dress. An empty wrapper tumbles out. 
Winona grabs it before Cassie can.

POUNDING on the door. 

Winona opens the door to HELGA, a large, humorless woman 
in a drab uniform. Helga snaps to attention, salutes. 

(slightly less militaristic:)
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and a taser. 

Beat. They reach into their bras. Cassie counts the money, 
gives it to Helga. Helga stamps and hands over two handmade 
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visas, and the pork rinds. 

(cont'd)
Helga salutes, starts to exit. Then turns, to blow them a kiss 
with the hand holding the money. She laughs maniacally. 
Exits, Winona starts to laugh, then cry. 

Winona nods tearily. Now Cassie cries.

(crying harder) 
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Cassie pulls Winona onto the bed. 

They embrace. 

They kiss. 

Cassie exits. Winona lies back.

(OFF)
Winona's only answer is a slow snore. 

END OF PLAY. 
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The 10 freeway in Los Angeles, morning rush hour.  Lauren 
sits in her car (represented simply by a chair), not moving.  
She frustratedly listens to the radio.

She hits a preset button changing the station to— 

She hits another button— 

She hits the radio again— 

She hits the radio again, back to the— 

She hits the radio again, back to the— 
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She hits the radio again, back to the— 

They both laugh too hard again.  Lauren hits the radio again, 
switching to — 

(said very fast)

Lauren punches the button again.

Lauren punches the button again.

(sighing) 

They laugh.

They laugh.
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They laugh.  She punches a button.

(chairs) join her.  They all crane their necks to see something 
-

lowing dialogue should be very overlapped.

(she takes a picture with 
her phone)

(to Lauren) 
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They all react —  the man has jumped.

Lauren looks at Jason in disbelief.  They all overlap each 
other as before.

Madison takes another picture with her phone.

They all get back in their chairs.  Lights change to denote 
passage of time.

 (writing on her blog)
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(on Twitter)
(on Instagram)

(on Facebook)
(texting) 

(talking to friends, drinking a beer) 
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END OF PLAY
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It’s very tense as they each compulsively check their phones 

BEN and SUZIE begin jabbering business-speak into their 
phones as TORIN enters.  He’s a good-looking young man 
with an easy smile and demeanor.  BEN and SUZIE hold up 

simultaneously.

SUZIE kisses TORIN multiple times on both cheeks as BEN 
tries to perform some kind of elaborate handshake, then settles 
for a simple, old-fashioned one.

BEN and SUZIE execute a disturbing little bump and grind 
routine as they sing.

BEN and SUZIE end their routine by “raising the roof” with 
their hands, then salaaming to TORIN.

BEN ushers TORIN to a chair, then stands behind him, some-
times pacing, sometimes giving TORIN a shoulder massage.  
SUZIE sits back down behind the desk.
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(to SUZIE)

SUZIE scribbles down a note.
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(to TORIN)
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 (to TORIN)
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(an idea strikes him)

There’s an awkward moment as TORIN looks around, but BEN 
and SUZIE avoid eye contact.  TORIN exits.

SUZIE scrolls on her phone.

(checking his phone)

BEN bursts into laughter and SUZIE joins him.  BEN points 
at SUZIE.

(pointing back) 

They touch their phones together, toasting their new plan, 
then start tapping maniacally at their phones as lights fade.

END OF PLAY.
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Sam     male
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PATTI and FRANCES on the other. All seem to be asleep. An 
alarm clock beside CHICK rings. He bolts upright, silences 
the clock, and shakes SAM.

mate

(Reading)

work moves

is

(SFX: Alarm clock.  PATTI and FRANCES spring awake.) 

(Studying the clock.)
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(Showing PATTI a thick glossy bridal magazine.)

(SAM and CHICK emerge, SAM still clutching the program.) 

(PATTI and FRANCES emerge.) 

There’s

( C H I C K  t a k e s  o f f  a n d  f r a n t i c a l l y  f l i t s 
a b o u t ,  b u z z i n g  a n d  s h o w i n g  o f f  h i s  m o v e s .  
SFX: Ticking clock.) 

that

what

(CHICK lands beside SAM. The ticking clock stops.) 

(Reading from her magazine)
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(PATTI launches herself unsteadily.)

(PATTI wobbles away.) 

(SAM, backing away from PATTI, bumps into FRANCES. 

are

that means “wrong answer.”)

(SAM shows FRANCES the program.) 
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(SAM stops turning pages.) 

I’m
(PATTI lands beside FRANCES.) 

(Checking the clock)

(Finally noticing SAM, but continuing to speak to FRANCES.)

After

(SFX: Ticking clock. PATTI searches the sky.) 

(CHICK lands behind PATTI. The ticking sound stops.) 

(To FRANCES) It’s him. (To CHICK) I want to have thousands 
of your babies.

walk

To PATTI
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has

(SFX: Ticking clock. The sound grows slowly louder until the 

(CHICK launches another Mating Flight.) 

(PATTI launches herself.) 

(PATTI and CHICK exit, mating. SAM starts to walk away.) 

(Pointing to his nose)

(SAM makes a clumsy, involuntary move in reply.) 

(SAM makes another involuntary move. They both start to 
move.) 
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(As they launch themselves—

SFX: Alarm.

—SAM and FRANCES keel over slump, simultaneously. 
BLACKOUT.)
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Jennifer Barclay
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It’s hard to hear when your head is stuck in a hair-dryer chair.

(hasn’t heard)
(hasn’t heard)

back under their respective dryer contraptions.

Time passes.

(hasn’t heard) 
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(a naughty grin) 

(to Debs) 
Rachelle fumes and sticks her head back under the dryer.  The other 

two follow suit.
Time passes. 

(not hearing) 

(admonishing) 
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(realizing, to Rachelle)

The three women put their heads back under their hair dryers.
Time passes.

Beat: Debs ignores her.

(to Debs) 
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Silence.

Beat.

Pause: time passes.

(beat)

Beat.
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Debs reaches out her hand. Rachelle looks at it for a minute. 
Then she takes hold of it.

They hold hands. Their perms bake.

End of play.
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It’s incredibly boring in outer space. I mean so fucking boring. 
Still, there is work to be done; buttons to be pushed, switches 

else is looking out into the abyss, occasionally busying them-
selves with astronaut tasks. 

Trudy and Carolyn consider this. Simultaneously:
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Regina processes this information.

Martha makes a noise in her sleep.
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Rest.

Martha makes another noise in her sleep.

Martha makes a really ugly gross sleeping noise. Carolyn 
considers her.
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Martha chokes on her own phlegm and jolts awake.

(yawning) 

? (She goes to get her sleep journal but notices the empty chair) 

An uncomfortable moment.

Regina, Carolyn, and Trudy look out into the abyss. After a 
moment, Martha realizes.
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(checking her watch)

Rest.

A moment of slow realization.
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Everyone tries to stay calm with varying degrees of success.
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A big moment of wallowing.

REGINA is ejected into space.

End of Play
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(A telemarking room with an apocalyptic feel, but mostly 
because outside of this room it is in fact the apocalypse.  
Outside are the sounds of the worst storm you’ve ever heard.  
CRASH!  BANG!  SCREAM!  A BABY CRIES!  A GIRAFFE 
SQUEALS!  What.The.fucccck is going on out there?  It’s 
unrecognizably dangerous and scary.  You shouldn’t be at 
work, but here you are.

At the center of the room is an enormous pile of “leads.”  
A lead is a piece of paper with the name, address and most 
importantly the phone number of someone it is your job to 
call.  They are used, reused, stained, rotting, multi-colored, 
discolored, but most of all: there are A LOT of them.  This 
bitch is everest and you could climb it, but you won’t. You’re 
not allowed.  

The only thing pristine is a large dry erase board with names 
written in columns that then  correspond with totals.  This 
is what you’re brought in and simultaneously what you are 
worth.  And we can see that CHASE is worth the most.  ALEX 
a close second.  And  FLAHIVE is a no good fucking nothing.

Three desks with three phones face forward

CHASE and ALEX enter talking.  ALEX hangs on every 
word…)

and 
(Whoa.  This is seriously impressive)

(They continue to get ready, taking leads out of the huge pile, 
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turning on their headsets)

: 
: 

 

(A beat.  The wind continues to howl and things keep break-
ing.  Sounds pretty rough outside…)

(To Alex) 

(A long beat)
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work

(They organize their leads.  The chaos outside continues.  After 
a beat, RINGO enters, they come to attention ready to work)

(They cheer cult-ishly)

humming)

(FLAHIVE stumbles to the huge pile and grabs some leads 
and sits down.  They all get  ready for RINGO’s big speech, 
some with more enthusiasm than others.  A beat as he gears 
up into action.  The storm becomes more and more scary 
outside)

(They obediently remove said leads)

So

to dial
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(Lighting cracks)

(RINGO exits.  The callers all start to dial.  Since they are in 
headsets they can move freely around the room, sometimes 
being able to identify who they are talking to, sometimes not)

(She laughs exaggeratedly)

(She listens to the person talking)
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need

(RINGO removes a huge sheet of paper from the board and 
hands it to FLAHIVE)

(He touches his bow-tie.  It unclips into his hand)
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(They laugh)

(A large crash)
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(humming to herself the same tune as FLAHIVE was earlier)  

(Suddenly, weirdly they begin singing a song together that 
they remember from long ago before all the power went out 
and all the things)

(The sound of a busy signal.  And thunder!  And lightning 
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(ALEX is prepared and takes out a truck of things and begins 
to rally to the rescue)

(Something huge falls)

(They do)

(FLAHIVE gets up to leave)

End of Play
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